
Race to replace Scheer coming into focus 
 

The Conservative Party of Canada announced on January 3 that the leadership 
meeting to replace Andrew Scheer will be held in Toronto on June 27, 2020.   
 
In 2017, the rules for leadership candidates were relatively simple.  Each 
campaign had to put down a $100,000 leadership race deposit, half of which 
would be returned if the candidate was not successful.  The candidate would also 
have to gather 300 party members’ signatures to be eligible to run. 
 
Some party insiders said the threshold both in money and signatures in 2017 were 
inadequate.  Party executives were not happy with the large number of 
candidates who ran for the leadership in 2017, many of whom were deemed to 
be “fringe” or “no-hopers” by party stalwarts.  One local party insider bemoaned 
how unwatchable the 2017 convention was, and hopes a smaller cohort of better 
known individuals running in 2020 will make the event “must watch television.” 
 
CBC has reported that a decision has been made, and each candidate will need to 
come up with a $300,000 deposit of which all might be non-refundable, and will 
need to gather 3000 signatures to even enter the race. 
 
Potential candidates are waiting to see who the party-ordered post mortem led 
by John Baird will blame for the Tory election loss of 2019.  Will it be the fault of 
the outgoing leader or are there deeper systemic problems in the Conservative 
Party of Canada that will make the job less attractive? Potential candidates will 
also be looking closely at what suggestions Baird makes to correct the mistakes 
made in October 2019.  Candidates will also be taking their cues from what 
direction Baird suggests the party needs to head in order to make themselves 
relevant east of Winnipeg, and especially what the party needs to do to attract 
votes in Vancouver, Toronto and Montreal. 
 
The new rules are not going down well with some rank and file Tories, particularly 
in western Canada.  One riding president who has requested anonymity fears that 
the location of the meeting and the cost of getting involved would hand the party 
back to the “Ontario elites” who are the favorite whipping boys of the 
Reform/Alliance Party wing of the Conservative Party. 
 



So far only three candidates have declared they are interested in running for the 
vacant leadership of the Conservative Party of Canada: long time party volunteer 
Bryon Brolotte, fringe Islamaphobe Clayton Knutzon and policy wonk Aron Seal.  
None of these individuals will be causing Justin Trudeau any lost sleep, and with 
the implementation of the $300,000 threshold to get a seat at the leadership 
convention table most expect Knutzon and Seal will disappear quietly into the 
night joining an impressive list of high profile Tories who don’t want the job. 
 
The list of those not interested in the leadership position gets longer each week 
with the following current or former party luminaries not interested: 
 

• Maxime Bernier, current leader of the Peoples Party 
• Patrick Brown, Mayor of Brampton 
• Doug Ford, Premier of Ontario 
• Blaine Higgs, Premier of New Brunswick 
• Jason Kenney, Premier of Alberta 
• Bernard Lord, former Premier of New Brunswick 
• Cathy Mcleod, sitting Conservative member from British Columbia 
• Caroline Mulroney, provincial cabinet minister from Ontario 
• Mark Mulroney, bank vice-president 
• Brian Pallister, Premier of Manitoba 
• Rod Phillips, provincial cabinet minister from Ontario 
• Lisa Raitt, former deputy leader federal Conservatives 
• Brad Trost, sitting Conservative member from Saskatchewan 
• Brad Wall, former Premier of Saskatchewan 

 
I asked one long time local Tory why so many people were refusing to run for 
Andrew Scheer’s job and his reply bluntly described the dilemma that all potential 
leadership candidates will have to deal with, “The Conservative Party tent is so 
large and so diverse that it will be almost impossible for a candidate to come up 
with a coherent vision that will both keep the base happy and expand the pool of 
voters that Conservatives need to become the government.  The party needs to 
move to the centre to become more electable but the party hierarchy, based in 
Calgary, will never let that happen.  The shadow of the Reform Party hangs heavy 
over the Conservative Party of Canada, and Preston Manning and Stockwell Day 
were unelectable in urban Ontario and Quebec.  Another socially Conservative 
candidate like Andrew Scheer dooms us to opposition.  I find it quite ironic that 



the day we select a new leader Toronto is hosting their Pride parade.  Will we 
choose a leader who will have the courage to march in events like that?” 
 
Conservatives are sitting with their fingers crossed hoping that with a clarification 
of the rules for the competition the heavy weight candidates who remain 
undecided like Rona Ambrose and Peter MacKay will make up their minds 
whether they are in or out in the upcoming race to become federal Conservative 
leader.  
 


